WEDNESDAY WALKS

Wed, Jul 19, 9am-Noon, Tilden Regional Park (Vollmer Peak Trail entrance): Check out the East Bay Skyline National Recreational Trail! There are rolling hills and sweeping vistas as we head south from Vollmer Peak, eventually doubling back to our starting point. About 5 miles. Some parts may be steep and uneven. Meet at the trailhead for Vollmer Peak.

Wed, Aug 23, 9:30am-1:00pm, Lake Chabot (Marina): Today we will be hiking up the Indian Cove Trail, up and down along Ten Hills Trail, to Proctor, returning along Cameron Loop and East Shore for an almost 6-mile trek. Note some parts are moderate, other sections strenuous. We will pass through oak/bay woodlands, open grasslands and shady lakeside paths.

Make sure to wear sturdy footwear, dress for the weather, and bring water and sunscreen!

SATURDAY & SUNDAY STROLLS

Sat, Jul 1, 9:30am-11:30am, Reinhardt Redwood Regional (Wayside Staging Area): Walk into the cool redwood forest & discover the plants and animals that live here. We’ll hike over 2 miles up the hilly Bridle trail and back along the flat Stream trail.

Sun, Jul 30, 9:30am-Noon, Huckleberry Botanic Regional Preserve (Huckleberry Staging Area): Huckleberries are not so common in the East Bay, except in and around this botanic preserve. Come out with us to find them and other green outliers in this unique vegetative community. Meet at the Huckleberry Trailhead.

Sat, Aug 12, 9:30am-11:45am, Roberts Regional (Redwood Bowl Staging Area): Witness a diversity of beautiful landscapes on a moderate 3.5 mile hike, with some ups and downs.